
MINI Cooper R53 Charge Pipe Kit Manual. 



This kit comes with one year warranty for customers installing the charge pipe in an 
authorized dealer. This manual is not a step by step guide. Professional installation is 
strongly recommended. Incorrect installation will void your warranty.   
Not using all the provided crash bar spacers will result in warranty loss.
Any modification on the charge pipe will result in warranty loss. That includes wrapping, 
painting or altering the charge pipe kit in any way. 
For any questions concerning the installation of this kit please contact us: 
Email: info@tperecision.com

DM at 
Or message on WhatsApp +306946195966

Authorized Dealers supported by our warranty scheme: 

http://www.1320.co.uk/
http://www.1320.co.uk/
http://www.tracksolution.it/
http://www.tracksolution.it/
http://www.tpeprecision.com/
http://www.tpeprecision.com/
https://www.facebook.com/tpeprecision
https://www.facebook.com/tpeprecision
https://www.instagram.com/tpe_precision/
https://www.instagram.com/tpe_precision/


• One carbon reinforced charge pipe. 
• 5 stainless steel spacers. 
• 1 bypass silicone hose. 
• 2 high pressure vacuum lines. 
• Hardware. 

In the kit you will find:
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The stainless steel plates go in the indicated areas. 
RIGHT HAND DRIVE CARS:
3 spacers on the passenger side, 2 on driver’s side. 

LEFT HAND DRIVE CARS:
(opposite of above). 

R53 MINIs come from factory with these spacers. If yours doesn’t have them, you will need more spacers. 
In that case contact so we can provide more spacers. 

How to install the spacers:

This last spacer  is just a provision 
mainly for cars that might have a failed 
OEM engine mount. 
It consists of a 60 mm M6 bolt and a 
6mm washer (or 3 washers of 2mm 
each). It goes between the radiator 
and the plastic shroud.    

The spacer goes in the left hand side 
of the vehicle on the top rad support. 

3 spacers 
here

2 spacers 
here
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Why there is no tap-support on the charge pipe? Why the bolt that goes to supercharger is missing? 

That bolt supports the whole assembly! It will leak! 

TPE Precision’s charge pipe doesn’t have this little tap. The reason is that even in the OEM setup, that 

tap actually doesn’t support the charge pipe at all. The whole assembly is supported by the bypass 

assembly and the TH.body mount. Not only it will not leak but you will see increase in boost pressure (1 

psi on average.)

Why you don’t have integrated nuts-inserts for the TH.body? 

It is true that we don’t have that and installation could be a bit of a challenge for non-professional 

mechanics. In order to add inserts we need to alter some thickness on the top of the charge pipe. First 

problem is that space is so restricted. Second problem is that we will affect the actual design and 3d print 

process. There is a reason why the charge pipe is as it is (with no inserts). 3D Printers have some 

limitations. 

For more FAQ visit: https://www.tpeprecision.com/post/r53-charge-pipe-frequently-asked-questions

Common Questions:
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